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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a positive continuous nonincreasing function g defined on the inter- 
val I= (- 00, 0] with g(0) = 1, let X, be the space of all continuous 
functions cp: I + Rd for which 
exist, where 1 .I denotes any norm in R”. Then Xg is a Banach space with 
respect to the norm I .IR. This norm was introduced by Burton (see, e.g., 
[2]) to study qualitative theory for some functional differential equations. 
In this paper, we consider the continuous dependence of solutions on 
initial functions for the integrodifferential equation 
x’=h(t,x)+ ’ 
s 
q(t,s,x(s))ds, tbo, 
-I (1) 
x(t)=cp(t), -co<t<o 
or an equivalent system 
x' = h( t, x) + 
5 0 
dt, 3, v(s)) ds 
-05 
+ 
s 
' q(t, s, x(s)) 4 t 30, (2) 
0 
where cp E X, is an initial function, the prime denotes differentiation with 
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respect to t and the functions h and q are continuous. For simplicity, we 
Put 
Q(t, cp) = j” s(t > s, cp(s)) ds. -3c 
Throughout this paper, we assume the following two conditions. Here 
T> 0 is a constant. 
(Al) The improper Riemann integral Q( t, cp) = lim,. _ a s’?c q 
(t, S, q(s)) ds exists and it is continuous in t E [0, T] for each cp E X,. 
(A2) Initial value problem (1) has a unique solution x(t, cp) defined on 
[0, T] for each cp E X,. 
Condition (Al) assures the local existence of solutions for (1). In order 
to investigate the continuous dependence of Q(t, cp) on cp, the fundamental 
result presented by Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [S] wili be 
introduced in Section 2, which is concerned with measurable selections of 
multivalued mappings. The continuity of x( t, cp) in cp will be discussed in 
Section 3 under suitable topologies on X,. However, we shall further 
assume some uniformity conditions (see (A3) or (A3*)) which are imposed 
on the families { Q( t, cp) >, where cp runs in some bounded sets or compact 
sets in X,. The problem will also be discussed in the space of all continuous 
functions on Z, and we shall compare our result with the general results on 
equations with infinite delay obtained by Hale and Kato [3] and 
Hino [4]. 
Professor Burton personally questioned whether the solution of (1) is 
continuous in cp or not under conditions (Al) and (A2). Our result is a 
partial answer to the problem. 
2. MEASURABLE SELECTIONS OF MULTIVALUED MAPPINGS 
Let K(R”) be a family of all nonempty compact sets in R’, and let J be 
an interval in R. A multivalued mapping r: J+ K(R”) is called upper 
semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at t E J if for any open set U including r(t), there 
exists a neighborhood V of t such that T(S) c U for s E V, When r is U.S.C. 
at every point in J, r is called U.S.C. on J. A single-valued mapping 
y: J--t Rd is called a selection of r if y(t) E r(t) holds for every t E J. The 
following lemma is an immediate corollary of the theorem of Kuratowski 
and Ryll-Nardzewski [ 51 (see also [ 1, pp. 90-9 1 I). 
LEMMA 1. Every U.S.C. mapping from an interval into K(Rd) has at least 
one measurable selection. 
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3. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
Let the functions h: [0, T] x Rd-+ Rd and q: {(t, s): -co <s 6 
t < T} x Rd + Rd be continuous, and let the function g given in Section 1 be 
fixed. We denote a closed ball {q E X,: 1~1~ d r}, r > 0, by B(r). It is clear 
that r~ E B(r) if and only if /q(t)1 <rg(t) for all t~l. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose (A 1) hofds. If a sequence { cp,} c X, is hounded (with 
respect to the norm 1’ I,) and if it converges to cp E A’, a.e. on I, then 
{ Q(t, cp,,)} converges to Q(t, cp) at every point t E [0, T]. 
Proof: Since { cp,} is bounded in X,, there exists an r > 0 such that cp, 
q,, E B(r) for n = 1, 2, . . . Define a function 3,: I --+ R by 2.(t) = rg( t) for t E I. 
Then r~ E f?(r) if and only if l?(t)1 <A(t) for TV I. To prove the lemma, it 
suffices to show that 
(3) 
holds for every t E [0, T] and i = 1, . . . . d, where q = (q, , . . . . qd). 
Let t and i be fixed, and define two functions v and u’ by 
v(s) = max qi(t, s, x), 
1~1 <j.(v) 
IV(S) = min q,(t, s, x). 
1’1 < A(.!) 
It is easy to see that v and u’ are, respectively, lower semicontinuous and 
upper semicontinuous on Z as real single-valued mappings. Therefore both 
v and M’ are measurable, and furthermore they are locally integrable on I 
because they are locally bounded there. Now define a set T(s), SEZ, by 
Z-(s) = {XE Rd: v(s) = q;(t, s, x), 1x1 6 l(s)}. 
It is clear that Z(s) E K(R”) for SE I. We shall show that Z is U.S.C. on I. 
Suppose that Z is not U.S.C. at some point SE Z. Then there exist an open 
neighborhood U of T(s) and a sequence {sn} c Z converging to s such that 
the set Z(s,,) contains x, which does not belong to U for each n = 1,2, . . . . 
Since Ix,1 < E,(s,) and I is continuous, we can extract a subsequence {x,,} 
converging to a point x E RJ with 1x1 <n(s). It is also clear that x does not 
belong to Z(s) because U is open, which implies that v(s) > qi(t, s, x). Take 
any point x* in Z(s). Then it follows that v(s)= qi(t, s, x*). Since 
qi(t, s,,, x,,) = v(s,,,) 3 qi(t, s,,, x*) holds for each j= 1, 2, . . . . we obtain, by 
lettingj + a, that qi(t, s, x) 3 qi(t, s, x*) = v(s) > q,(t, s, x), a contradiction. 
Thus Z must be U.S.C. on I. 
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It follows from Lemma 1 that f has a measurable selection y, and hence 
we have 
s E I. (4) 
Let M(n), n = 1, 2, . . . . be positive numbers satisfying 
where Z, = [ --n, --n + 11. For an arbitrary E > 0, every interval Z, includes, 
by Lusin’s theorem, a compact set F, such that y is continuous on Fn and 
that 
v(~n\F,J < E/P”+ ‘M(n)1 for n = 1, 2, . . . . (6) 
where v denotes the Lebesgue measure. Since y is continuous on the closed 
set F= U {F,: n = 1, 2, . ..} and Iv(s)1 <i(s) on F, there exists, by Tietze’s 
extension theorem, an c( E B(r) satisfying 
Y(S) = 4s) for SEF. (7) 
For any numbers a and b with -cc <a < b ~0, we obtain from (4) 
through (7) that 
u(s) ds - qi(f, s, a(s)) ds 
= s cu,bl,F {qf(ty ‘9 ds)) - 4i(t, 3, a(s))} ds 
Tfj 2M(n) ds < f 2M(n)e/[2”+ ‘M(n)] 
n=, In\Fn PI=1 
=& 
and hence si U(S) ds < E + JS: qi(t, s, a(s)) ds holds. Similarly, we can find a 
BE B(r) which satisfies an inequality --E + ft q,(t, S, j?(s)) ds < Ji W(S) ds. 
Therefore we have, for any v] E B(r), 
s b --E+ u qi(f, $7 B(s)) ds d j” y qi(t, s, II(S)) ds 
< E + s b qi( t, s, a(s)) ds 
(8) 
0 
because w(s)<gi(t, s, ~Z(s))<v(s). Here notice that (8) is valid, by (Al), 
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when a = --co. Furthermore, if N > 0 is suffkiently large, then, by using 
(Al ) again, we have 
From (8) and (9), it follows that 1j-z qi(t, s, V(S)) dsl <2E for DEB, 
which implies 
0 
~ ~ 4itf, so V,(S)) ds- j” ~ 3c qi(t, s, cp(s)) ds 
s 
0 
< 2E + 2E + _ N Iqi(f, $2 CP~(S)) - qi(t> S, ~p(s))l ds. 
The last integral tends to zero when n + so by Lebesgue’s convergence 
theorem. Thus we get (3). Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the following uniformity condition. 
(A3) For any I > 0, there exists a positive integrable function m,(t) on 
[0, T] such that lQ(t, r])( <m,(t) if t E [0, r] and g E B(r). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (Al), (A2), and (A3). If a bounded sequence {cp,,} 
in Xg converges ro (PEX~ a.e. on I and if lim,, ~ cp,,(O) = q(O), then 
{x(f, cp,)} converges to x(t, fp) uniformly on [0, T]. 
Proof: We denote the solutions x(t, cp,) and x(t, cp), respectively, by 
x,(t) and x(t). Let r > 0 be a bound for {cp,} and cp, and let N and L be 
positive numbers satisfying Ix(t)1 < N for 0 d t < T and L > N + jc m,(s) ds. 
Furthermore, choose a T E (0, T] satisfying 
(ff+CT)rQL-N-j’m,(s)ds, 
0 
where H=max{Ih(t,x)l: O<t<T, /xl<L} and C=max{Iq(t,s,x)l: 
OGsdtQT, IxldL}. Since x,(O)=cp,(O)-+cp(O)=x(O) as n-co, it 
follows that Ix,(O)I <N for large n. 
We shall show that Ix,(t)1 <L for 06 t < z if Ix,,(O)/ <N. Suppose the 
contrary. Then there exists a t,~ [0, T ]  such that Ix,(t,)l = L and that 
Ix,(t)1 < L for 0 < t < to. By (A3) and (2), we obtain that Ix;(t)\ 6 
H+ m,(t) + CT for 0 < t < to. Therefore it follows that Ix,(t)1 < Ix,,(O)I + 
(H+CT)t+~bm,(s)ds<N+(H+CT)T+J,Tm,(s)ds<L for O<tbto, 
which contradicts Ix,(t,)l = L. Thus we get the assertion, 
By using (A3) and (2) again, we obtain that Ix;,(t)l < H+ m,(t) + CT on 
[0, t] for large n, and hence {x,} is equicontinuous there. Therefore {x,,} 
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includes a subsequence {x,} which is uniformly convergent on [0, r]. On 
the other hand, x, satisfies 
+ j; j; ds, u, x,(u)) du ds 
for 0 d t d r, and hence it follows from Lemma 2 and (A3) that (x,} con- 
verges to a solution of (2). Since x is the unique solution of (2) the 
sequence {xn} itself converges to x uniformly on [0, 21. 
When T -C T, by the same argument as in the above, we can show that 
{xn} converges to x uniformly on [r, 271 n [0, T]. Repeating this process, 
we arrive at the conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the following condition which is weaker than (A3). 
(A3*) For any compact set K in X,, there exists a positive integrable 
function m,(t) on [0, T] such that lQ(t, cp)l <m,(t) if t E [0, T] and q E K. 
We can easily prove the following theorem by the same argument as in 
the proof of Theorem 1, so we omit the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (Al), (A2), and (A3*). Zf a sequence {(p,} cX, 
converges to cp E A’, with respect to the norm 1. Ig, then {x(t, cp,)} converges 
to x(t, cp) uniformly on [0, T]. 
We are also interested in the continuous dependence of solutions of (1) 
in the space X of all continuous functions from Z into R“, where X has com- 
pact open topology. Let G be the family of continuous nonincreasing 
functions g defined on Z with g(0) = 1. Then X is expressed by 
X= u {X,: geG}. Let (Bl), (B2), and (B3*) be, respectively, the con- 
ditions (Al), (A2), and (A3*) in which X, is replaced by X. Then (B3*) is 
equivalent to the condition that (A3*) holds for each g E G because a com- 
pact set in X is also compact in X, for some g E G, and vice versa. We can 
easily show the following corollary to Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. Suppose (Bl), (B2), and (B3*). rf a sequence {(p,} CX 
converges to cp uniformly on every compact set in Z, then {x(t, cp,)} con- 
verges to x(t, cp) uniformly on [0, T]. 
Remark 1. When g(t) - 1 on Z, the space X, which will be denoted by 
X, is the space of bounded continuous functions and the norm 1.1, coin- 
cides with the usual supremum norm. If X1 is endowed with compact open 
topology, then the solution x(t, ~0) is not necessarily continuous in cp under 
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conditions (Al) through (A3) with X,=X,, which will be seen in the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE. Consider a scalar equation 
This is equivalent to a linear second-order ordinary differential equation 
x”=(2-t)-2x, -e) = do), x’(0)=JO (2-s) -‘qJ(s)ds, 
T 
and hence (Al), (A2), and (A3) are satisfied with X,=X, and with T= 1. 
Define cpII, n = 1, 2, . . . . by 
cp,,(s) = n + 2, -cc <s< -n, 
= -(n+2)(s+n-l), -n<sd -n+l, 
= 0, -n+ldsdO. 
Then {(p,,} converges to the zero function 8 E X, uniformly on every 
compact set in I. Here notice that {cp,} is unbounded with respect to the 
norm 1.1 I (cf. Lemma 2 and Theorem 1). An easy calculation 
gives SYcZ (2-s) ~2~,(~)d~>~P”, (n+2)(2-s)-‘ds= 1 for n= 1,2, . . . 
Therefore we obtain that x’(t, cp,) 3 1 for 0 < t d 1, and consequently 
{.~(t, cp,)} cannot converge to x(t, 0) = 0 at every point t E (0, 11. 
Remark 2. Hale and Kato [3] and Hino [4] discussed the continuous 
dependence of solutions to functional differential equations with infinite 
delay of the form 
x’(t) =f(4 x,) (10) 
in the axiomatized phase spaces, where x, is a function on 1 defined by 
X,(S) = -x( t + s) for s E Z. Rewriting ( 1) as (lo), ,f is expressed by 
f(t, cp)=Nt, cp(W+j’ q(t,s, cp(s-t))ds. (11) 
~ IX 
In [3,4], they imposed the condition that x, and f(t, cp) are continuous, 
respectively, in t and in (t, cp). Clearly, our phase space X, does not admit 
the continuity of x, in t. Furthermore, the functional f given in (11) may 
not always be continuous in (t, cp) while it is assured to be continuous in cp 
by Lemma 2. 
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